Some subfields of the field of real numbers which consist exclusively of rational numbers and Liouville numbers are given. Each of these fields is a completion of the rational number field endowed with a field topology finer than the usual topology.
Introduction

A topological ring (R,F)
is a ring R provided with a topology F such that the algebraic operations (x, v) H x f y and (x, y) H xy are continuous. A topological field (K, .F) is a field K equipped with a ring topology F such that the inversion x H x-' is also continuous. A topological ring 2 is the completion of the topological field K if g is complete and K is a dense subfield of g. If a commutative topological field satisfies the first axiom of countability, then the completion k is the quotient ring of the ring of Cauchy sequences in K by the ideal of sequences whose limit is zero. A topological field is called completable or full if its completion is a field. The field of rational numbers with the usual and p-adic topologies is completable.
We recall that a subset S of a commutative topological ring R is bounded if given any neighborhood V of zero, there exists a neighborhood U of zero such that SU 2 V. If R is a nondiscretely topologized field, this is equivalent to saying that given any neighborhood V of zero, there exists a nonzero element x E R such that Sx C V (see
The results in this paper are taken from the author's doctoral dissertation, written at Valladolid University under the supervision of J.M. Gamboa. Proof. See [11, 12] or [17, p. 3931. 0 Therefore, the field of real numbers and the p-adic fields are the only locally bounded completions of the rational numbers field Q. On the other hand, in 1968, Mutylin [9] constructed completable locally unbounded topologizations of Q. He used an inductive procedure introduced in 1964 by Hinrichs [3] . In [7] I also introduced similar examples of completable locally unbounded field topologies on Q. Some of these completions of Q are proper subfields of a p-adic field QP.
In this article we present some subfields of the field of real numbers which are completions of Q with respect to field topologies finer than the usual one. Certainly, Q with these field topologies is not locally bounded. Another feature is that the remainder of these completions consists solely of Liouville numbers.
Using nonstandard analysis, the results in this article could be presented in a simpler way and proofs could be shorter. For an introduction to nonstandard analysis see [4, 16] . Likewise, for a knowledge about topological fields, the books [ 13, 17, 181 are recommended.
In this article, we shall only consider field topologies which satisfy the first axiom of countability, i.e., which have a countable basis of neighborhoods of zero. We recall that for a sequence {Un}nE~ of subsets of a commutative ring R to be a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for a Hausdorff ring topology r on R, it suffices that the following properties hold.
For all n 0 E U,, r/, = -u,, u,,i c: u,, For all n there exists k such that uk + Uk C U,, For all n there exists k such that ukuk C u,,, For all n and x E R there exists k such that xuk C: U,,
If, in addition, R is a field, then .F is a field topology if {Un}nE~ also satisfies the following condition.
For all n there exists k such that ( 1 + Uk)-' C 1 + U,. It is easy to check that this sequence also fulfills the following conditions:
We define a subset of the field of real numbers:
Let us notice that the condition
is equivalent to the following property: for all s E (b,)-\ < P~+I for all n > n,.
It is straightforward to verify that all the series in
N there exists H,~ E N such that (10) the set L are absolutely convergent in R with its usual topology. Our goal is to prove that L, with the sum and product inherited from IR, is a subfield; we shall need some lemmas. The following result will be used throughout this article.
Lemma 4.
Zf the sequence (pn)nt~ satisjes the conditions (7) then (a> IT~E,(~n)2m-n < (pm+1 )3im. Proof. An elementary use of the principle of mathematical induction. 0
We consider the sum and the product that L inherits form the field of real numbers.
Theorem 5.
The subset L is a subjield of the field of real numbers.
Proof.
It is easy to check that L is closed for the sum. Let us show that the product is also an inner operation. We consider two elements
We carry out their product by grouping terms in the following manner:
We denote these two summands by 6 and y, respectively. Let us verify that 6 belongs to L. Since 
As (an/b, ) ,,E N + 0, there exists no E N such that la,,/bnl /r < i for all n > no. Therefore, for all m 2 no, the inequality holds. It follows that (cm/dm)mEhl is a bounded sequence, which implies that (Cy=:=, c,/ (&p,)),crm is also a bounded sequence. This fact, together with (11) and ( 12) We recall the first practical criterion whereby transcendental numbers were constructed, formulated in 1844 by Liouville [6] . On the other hand and this is the contradiction we sought. 0
Consequently
An inmediate consequence of the previous lemma is that each number in L has an almost unique representation. Moreover, we have constructed a large set of real numbers which are not in L.
For example, the real number C,"=, l/pn $4 L.
A field topology on the field L
Our intention in this section is to define a field topology on the field L. For Therefore, the family .B := {W } m mz~ is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for a group topology on (L,+). We denote this topology by Y. The following result will be useful later for the study of the topology Y.
Lemma 14. For all m > 6, each element ct E W,,, has a unique representation zt = C,"=, a,/(b,p,), with the coeficients a,, and b, satisfying conditions (15).
Proof. It suffices to show the statement only for Wh. We reason by suppose that an element E E Wb can be written in two different ways: It is easy to verify that
for all I 2 6, and we get a contradiction. 0
For two indices k > m 2 6, the representation of an element of wk coincides with its representation as an element of W,,,. In the sequel, given an element c,"=, a,/(b,p,) E W,, we will always assume that the conditions (15) We have proved that 6 E W2,. Analogously y E W2,.
We now show property (4 We split r into the sum x = q + zk, where q E Q and zk E Wk. There exists W, E J!?, with I 2 k, such that qW, C W2,. We conclude that It remains to show property (6) i.e., continuity of the inversion. We are going to prove that
(1 + wjk)-' & 1 + wk for all k > 5. The exponent of pm+1 is bounded as follows:
from which we conclude that
The proof is now complete. 0
The field L is a completion of Q
Our goal in this section is to prove that the topological field (L,F) is a completion of the field of rational numbers endowed with F n Q, which is the restriction of F to Q. The topology F n Q is also a field topology on Q. We shall use the same symbol 9 for this subspace topology F fl Q. A fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for this topology is BQ = { Vm}m2Z, where V, = I+', n Q. Taking into account Lemma 14, we conclude that
for all m 2 6.
The topological field (Q, S) is not complete; we are going to show that (L, S) is the completion of (Q,F).
This completion is constructed in the usual manner, i.e., as the quotient ring of the ring of Cauchy sequences of (Q, F) by the idea1 of sequences whose limit is zero. We say that two Cauchy sequences in (Q, F) are equivalent if they represent the same element in this quotient ring. In order to prove the subsequent theorem we need two technical results.
Lemma 16. Let (cI,),~N be a Cuuchl, sequence in (Q, F). There exist a sequence of rational integers (a,) and u sequence of nuturul numbers (b,) such that the sequence (W?l)?nENi, defined by is a Cuuchy sequence equivalent to (ti,),t~.
In Lemma 14) we deduce that K = & and also the following equalities:
for n E {13,...,m},
~+;=""" for n E {m+ l,...,p,}, 
VII bkn
for n E {pm + l,...,K}.
(21)
The equalities (19) also hold for each k > m. In order to prove that (w,,,),c~ is a Cauchy sequence equivalent to (Y~),,,~N, we show that, for m > 13, the difference Yk -ok E Vm+l for all k > ,LL,,, [pm defined in (17)].
We define
We have wk = 712 + n$%.
Taking into account the equalities (19t(21), we conclude that
Yk -wk = 2 u, E v,,,+, (for all k > pL, ).
,,=k+, vnPn
The lemma is proven. 0 Looking at the definition of L in (8), we conclude immediately the following result.
Proposition 17. Let (rm)mE~ be a Cauchy sequence of (Q, 5). There exist a sequence of rational integers (a,,) and a sequence of natural numbers (b,) which satisfy
Theorem 18. The topological field (L, F) is the completion of the topological field (Q S).
Let US now show a concrete example. Let p E N \ (0, 1) and define the sequence (Pn)nGY by PI = 1 and p,, = p"! for all n > 2. We obtain the field 
Relationship of the sequence (P&N and the field L
In this section, we study how the field L depends on the sequence (P,,),,~N satisfying properties (7) . We present some cases in which a field L1 is a proper subfield of another Lz; for instance, when we take a subsequence of a given sequence (P,,) ,,~N. Zf (P,,) ,,~N and (qn)nEN are two sequences of natural numbers which satisfy conditions (7) In some cases, our field L is a subfield of another field L' corresponding to a different sequence (P'~)~~N; but it is not a topological subfield of (L',.P). The next results are examples of this situation. (7), from which we define, respectively, the topological fields (Lr,q) and (Ly,q) .
Proposition 22. Let (P,,),,~N and (qn)nEN be two sequences of natural numbers which satisfy the conditions
If the subsets {qnlpnInEN and {log(p,)llog(q,)},,z of R are bounded, then L, is a subfield of L,, and the topology Yr is finer than Fq restricted to L,.
Proof. First, we prove the inclusion L, C L,. Let log(bnpn) = lim logh+l)
A! wqn+1> + hdPn) l%( Pn+l > .
In the left-hand expression we have the following: inside the barckets two sequences whose limit is zero, outside the brackets a bounded sequence. Consequently, the whole limit is zero. Second, we show that the topology FP is finer than 4 n L,. Let {U$},,,z, and {U$},+, two fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for the topologies FP and We show an example of a pair of sequences that satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 22. p1 = q1 = 1, pn = 3"', qn = 2"" for all n 2 2. There exists 1 E N such that ?rk 2 3k for all k 2 1. For each index n, with Y > I, let t be the least natural number that 3t > n,., which implies that t > Y. We are going to show that For any element a = C,"=,, a,l(b,p,) E Wsit, we group the terms of the series as follows:
For those indices n smaller than 3t, we define a,, = 0, b, = 1. We verify that the coefficients Ck, dk satisfy the conditions required for a E W,fr. We bound the denominator:
Applying Lemma 4, we bound this last expression by (Pw+J (1+1/(3t))l(n,r-+,,--2)+1/(3t)
Therefore, (&If < pnci+,, for all k 2 r. To bound the fraction ck/dk, we split it in the same way as we did in (23). Taking into account (24) and the fact that Ian/b,1 < 1/23' for all n > 3t, we get the bound
We have proved that c( E Wi,. 0
Other similar subfields of lR
In the sequel, we introduce other subfields of the field of real numbers obtained with some slight changes in the definition (8) of the field L. These fields have the same properties of the field L constructed above: they are completions of the field of rational numbers Q with respect to field topologies finer than the usual one, and they consist solely of rational numbers and Liouville numbers. We shall skip most of the proofs, which are similar to the corresponding ones in the previous sections.
In what follows, (fn)n!=~ is a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers such that log(Sn) = 0 n'% log( pn+, )
.
We denote a sequence of these by f, and the family of all these sequences by 9.
We select one of these sequences and define the following subset of the field of real numbers: 
Wfn) = () .'%3 log(p,+1)
Thus f E 9. Besides, it is clear that lim,,,(a,/bn)f n # 0. Therefore, c( @ Lf . 0
Our next goal is to define another family of fields similar to the previous one. We need a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers (gn)nEN such hat lim,,, log(g,)/ log(p,) = 0. We denote such a sequence by g, and the family of all of them by $3.
For a fixed sequence g, we define the following subset of R: 
I I n
Each topological field (Ly,Tq) is also the completion of the rational numbers field Q with respect to the subspace topology Tq n Q.
The subfield 9 C R
We introduce another subfield of R. This time, we make in the definition (8) a change with more consequences. We use again a sequence of natural numbers (P,,),,~N which satisfies properties (7). We set log(O) = -cc and define the following subset of R:
a, E < pn for all n 2 n,.
It is easy to check that each series that represent an element in 9 is absolutely convergent in R' with its usual topology.
Theorem 26. The subset 9, with the sum and product inherited from R, is a subjield of R.
Proof. The fact that the sum and product are inner operations in _Y is shown in a similar way as we did in the proof of Theorem 5. Nevertheless, the proof that 9 contains the inverse of all its nonzero elements is somehow different. 
We show that the coefficients cm/d, fulfill the condition (28 Applying (32), we get inductively the following inequalities:
Pm"
(31) (32)
There exists ks E N such that (k + l)R < (~,,+k)"~ for all k > /CO. Therefore, from the inequality (33) we conclude that
I I
F < (pn)'i2 for all n 2 m. + k.
n Thus, the series C,"=, c,/(d,p, ) is absolutely convergent in R with its usual topology.
There exists P E N such that
Using again (29) and (30), we gather that
From this inequality we deduce that lim sup log 'cn'dn' 5 0.
log( Pn >
One can prove that the denominators d, satisfy properties (9) or (10) in the same way as we did in the proof of Theorem 5. Thus, fi = C' E 9. 0
The field 2 also satisfies that its elements are solely rational numbers and Liouville numbers. For a fixed sequence (P~),,~N, this field 04a is the union of all the fields L, defined in the previous section, i.e.,
The field 2 has a field topology F. A basis of neighborhoods of zero for this topology is { Um)+2, where
The topological field ( topology lF n Q.
Y,?) is also the completion of Q with respect to the subspace
The field $P can be also expressed in the following form: 
An immediate consequence of this last definition of 2 is the following result:
Lemma 27. Let (P,,) ,,~N and (qn)nEN be two sequences of natural numbers which satisfj the conditions (7) . If lim,,, log(p,)/log(q,) = 1, then we get the same,field 9 ,from both sequences.
The subfield IL C IR
Finally, we exhibit another subfield of R with similar properties. We fix a sequence of natural numbers ( pn)nE~ which fulfills the conditions (7). We define the following We compare all the fields introduced throughout this article. We fix a sequence ( P~),,~N which satisfies the conditions (7). We have the following strict inclusions of fields:
We consider each field with the field topology that we have constructed for it, and iw with its usual topology. For two fields LI and L2 in the above diagram with their respective topologies Yt and &, if L1 c L2, then rt is strictly finer than the subspace topology Yz n Ll . We consider now a particular example. We define the sequence (P~),,~N to be p1 = 1 and pn = p"! for all n > 2, where p E N \ (0, 1). Then, the definition (35) of the field 9 is equivalent to the following one:
The intersection of these fields is the field O_.
